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           Many contemporary scholars would firmly deny any such fundamental divergence between the 

mainstream moderate streams of Enlightenment and what has come to be known as the Radical 

Enlightenment as is argued for here. But no historian or philosopher can deny that the great revolutions 

of the late eighteenth century produced a deep split within the Enlightenment. On both sides of the 

Atlantic, rival political ideologies pitted moderate forms of Enlightenment political theory against a 

democratic and materialist philosophy of the ‘rights of mankind’ that was universalist and fully 

revolutionary in tendency. 

        The split polarizing political thought within the American Revolution can only be understood, as 

Henry May demonstrated, already in 1976, by differentiating between what he called ‘the moderate 

Enlightenment’ and ‘revolutionary Enlightenment’.1 Where one group of Founding Fathers, such as 

John Adams, Alexander Hamilton, John Jay and Gouverneur Morris, venerated Locke and 

Montesquieu, resisted democracy and were explicitly committed to defending government by a form of 

informal aristocracy in part dominated by the great landowning families of Virginia and New York,  

another group headed by Benjamin Franklin,2 Thomas Jefferson and Thomas Paine, expounded a more 

universal rights-based, democratic ideology which clashed with the former not only throughout the 

American Revolution but for several decades afterwards, reaching a pitch of ideological fury in the 

1790s when the quarrel between democratic republicans and the ‘aristocrats’ became positively 

venomous and put every other aspect of American politics into the shade. The ‘aristocrats’, still headed 

by Adams and Hamilton, admired the British constitution and ‘mixed government’ and loathed the 

democratic leanings of the French Revolution. Society, they maintained, must be headed by an 

aristocracy, formal, or as in the United States, informal. Jefferson and his allies, by contrast, espoused 

the cause of the French Revolution, scorned the British constitution, and, however much they respected 
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Locke and Montesquieu as thinkers, rejected Locke’s comparatively narrow conception of ‘rights’ and 

toleration, and stress on contract   - and had reservations about Montesquieu who, it should be noted, 

was much more widely discussed than Locke in late eighteenth-century America and was by far the 

most widely read political philosopher in North America during the era of the American Revolution.3 

Radical republicans and democrats objected especially to the relativism and division of powers 

characteristic of Montesquieu. 

           The American revolutionary leaders and their supporters disagreed over basic principle bitterly 

at times. Nevertheless, both Adams and Jefferson were passionate enlighteners and many years later, in 

the 1820s, after they had buried the hatchet and put their old battles behind them, they exchanged a 

long and harmonious correspondence pervaded  by their fervently shared idea that the Enlightenment is 

the most important  dimension of modernity, that its goal was to systematically ‘ameliorate’ the world 

by improving human society, and that it had succeeded to some extent in the United States but so far 

failed wretchedly everywhere else.4 They also concurred that there was some doubt as to whether the 

Enlightenment ever would win its struggle against ignorance, tyranny, prejudice, superstition, religious 

authority and British imperialism (which by then they both detested), albeit both men struggled to 

remain optimistic.    

         Equally undeniable, even if the parallel is not very often pointed to, is the closely related 

dichotomy within the French Revolution, separating the moderate tendency, or liberal monarchism, that 

represented one main faction, until August 1792, and the democratic republican tendency which was 

already formidable in 1789. The former admired Montesquieu and the British constitution and called 

for British-style mixed government. The latter rejected Montesquieu and scorned the British model, 

drawing their ideas, as we shall see, from very different sources. Moreover, both tendencies correctly 

claimed, despite being entirely incompatible and ceaselessly at odds, to be heirs of the philosophes and 

adherents of the Enlightenment. By late 1792, however, both were under threat from the growing 

momentum of a third grouping – the populist coalition of the Montagne. The Montagnard coup of June 

1793 in effect brought this third force to power, a faction openly committed to dictatorship, intolerance, 

shutting down freedom of the press, and a debased, somewhat populist reading of Rousseau. This third 

‘revolution’ within the French Revolution, the revolution of Marat, Robespierre and Saint-Just, rejected 

all the essential Enlightenment values and should properly be categorized as a form of Counter-

Enlightenment. Only this third force diverged significantly from the American scenario. 
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         Historians of revolutions and ideologies cannot do without general categories, and neither can 

intellectual, cultural or social historians. Fixing the general categories is the most important part of 

being a philosopher or historian. Until June 1793, the American and French Revolutions exhibited a 

strikingly close parallelism, as both did also with the Dutch Revolution (1780-1806), a deep fraternity 

with each other, which requires far more emphasis from historians and philosophers than it has had. For 

this parallel is one of the essential keys to understanding modernity and has often been denied on 

thoroughly spurious and inadequate grounds especially by conservative historians and thinkers. In 

reality, the two revolutions were broadly comparable in conceptual structure, until June 1793, and the 

leading figures in the one regularly displayed a healthy appetite for intervening in the other. Whilst 

American ambassador in France during the summer of 1789, Jefferson scarcely bothered hiding his 

enthusiasm for the Revolution and preference for the democratic republicans among whom his friend 

Lafayette at that time figured (he shifted in 1791 to join the moderates); correspondingly, after recalling 

Jefferson, Washington eventually sent Gouverneur Morris as United States ambassador who, on 

arriving in France, berated Lafayette for allying earlier with Condorcet Brissot,  and Paine, insisting ‘ I 

am opposed to the Democracy from regard to Liberty’. Morris contended that the Brissotins’ 

democratic ideas were at odds ‘with the materials’ they had to deal with,5  doing everything in his 

power (including, during the Terror, helping keep Tom Paine in prison) to counter democratic 

republicanism and align the United States with Britain against the French democrats.   

         Doubtless both sides in the ferocious American political arena of the 1790s claimed to represent 

the authentic spirit and true tradition of the American Revolution. For Paine, Barlow, Palmer, Cooper, 

Callender, Coram, Fellows and Freneau, it was astounding, an outrage that the presiding faction in 

America, the moderates led by Washington,  had become the tacit allies of Britain and the Old World’s 

aristocracies and despots. ‘Whence this political apostasy this dereliction of good principles in our own 

country?’6 If Paine was utterly alone in the United States in publicly attacking George Washington’s 

reputation, accusing him of hypocrisy and betrayal, behind him followed a whole radical phalanx 

privately grumbling and hinting rather than directly stating  that America’s first president was indeed 

an ‘apostate’ from ‘true principles’. In fighting America’s conservative reaction, they spared no effort 

to keep ‘good principles’ alive.7    

          The deep divide between the French liberal monarchists and American moderates, on one side, 

and Jeffersonians and Brissotins, on the other, was both political and social. The radical democrats not 
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only produced a long list of projected reforms but systematically attacked the ‘enlightened’ ideological 

underpinning of the obdurate conservatism they challenged. In particular, radicals disliked 

Montesquieu’s offering different types of government with varying legal systems, his somewhat weak, 

ambivalent attack on slavery,8 and his eulogies of the British model which he cited in part to defend 

‘aristocracy’. In the United States and the Caribbean, Montesquieu’s political thought was indeed 

frequently employed to justify informal aristocracy, and even black slavery. A salient instance of this 

anti-Montesquieu drive in the late Enlightenment was the university thesis, afterwards translated into 

French, submitted at Uppsala, in 1787, by the later prominent Swedish poet and Spinozist, Thomas 

Thorild (1759-1808). Montesquieu, according to this internationally neglected but outstanding 

democratic republican, was always ‘great and ingenious’ but ‘rarely interesting or true’, and especially 

blameworthy for offering humanity three different kinds of political system  – the despotic, aristocratic 

and the republican -  when he should have insisted on only one, namely the democratic republican.9 

Only one political system, democratic republicanism authentically geared to the well-being of the 

majority, can be optimal for humans, contended the radical enlighteners, and although pre-existing 

legal systems, climate and specific conditions are indeed always relevant to political outcomes, only 

one political system can be universally valid from a genuinely ‘philosophic’ perspective, which for 

Thorild, as with radical enlighteners generally, was the only perspective that matters. This insistence on 

only one set of criteria being correct in the revolutionary context of the late Enlightenment eloquently 

infused Thorild’s maxim taken from a pamphlet of 1794, after he  publicly repudiated Robespierre and 

the Montagne, which today stands engraved in golden letters  above the entrance to the Grand 

Auditorium of Uppsala University: ‘Tänka fritt  är stort men tänka rätt är storre’ [To think freely is 

great but to think rightly is greater]. 

          No important European, British or American intellectual of the revolutionary era endorsed or 

praised, or even tepidly condoned Robespierre and the populist authoritarian regime. It is an absolute 

rule that every single authentic radical enlightener, without exception, rejected and came to abhor the 

populist authoritarian bloc in the French Revolution owing to their violence, intolerance, hostility to 

Enlightenment and quest for dictatorship which to the true radicals perfectly exemplified d’Holbach’s 

and Condorcet’s axiom that tyranny, dictatorship and oppression rest on ignorance and gullibility. This 

rule applies even to outright enemies of the Brissotins like Cloots and Desmoulins who to their cost 

tried to ally with Robepierre whilst despising his views and attack on freedom of expression. While 

Thorild was among the last major radical enlighteners in the trans-Atlantic world to condemn the 
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dictator publicly, waiting until late 1793, when he eventually did pronounce, he by no means minced 

his words, styling Robespierre an ‘all-consuming crocodile’.10 

          Both great revolutions, then, were bitterly contested by the moderate and the Radical 

Enlightenment. The Revolution held Adams, Hamilton, Morris, and their allies, ended with American 

independence, in 1783 and had no agenda beyond independence, reforming the state constitutions and 

forging a federal constitution. Radicals viewed things very differently, aspiring to widen the suffrage, 

remove religious tests from the state constitutions, abolish slavery, and introduce a wider, more secular 

state-backed system of education. ‘The American War is over’, commented one prominent 

Pennsylvanian, ‘but this is far from the case with the American Revolution. On the contrary, nothing 

but the first act of the great drama is closed.’ 11 Democratic republican radicals did not question that the 

‘American [federal and state] constitutions are, undoubtedly, more perfect than any others that ever 

were formed’ as the blind Elihu Palmer put it, and that very positive practical ‘effects’ had resulted 

from the revolutionary war. The founder of the Deistical Society of New York, in 1796-7, Palmer was  

a fervent disciple of Paine, Volney and Price and  outspoken opponent of the ‘aristocrats’ and 

preachers, the classic configuration of Radical Enlightenment. He acclaimed the American Revolution 

but rejected the existing social order and organized religion. ‘In the United States, general amelioration 

had been achieved, but will anyone dare to say’, he admonished a New York audience in 1797, ‘that 

there is no room for improvement?’ His audience should remember ‘what blind attachment was 

bestowed for many ages upon the British government’ and how defective, monarchical and aristocratic 

the British constitution of the eighteenth century (and early nineteenth) really was: ‘and shall 

Americans at this time exhibit similar imbecility and prejudice, by proclaiming the impossibility of 

improvement in the primary arrangements of our political institutions?’12 During the early and mid-

nineteenth century, a sense of ‘the Revolution’ being incomplete pervaded radical circles in both 

America and Europe. 

         These men knew their criteria and who their best contemporary publicists were. Palmer 

venerated Paine, ‘probably the most useful man who ever existed on the face of the earth’ first and 

foremost, 13 but also immensely admired Condorcet, Volney, Helvétius, d’Holbach, Godwin, Price and 

Bentham. Their ‘philosophy’, rooted in naturalism and materialism, was, in the eyes of the radical 

enlighteners, a universal liberating force that had already ‘destroyed innumerable errors’, advanced 

science and technology, repulsed theological ire and arrogance, and devised ‘those moral and political 
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systems, which have softened the savage and ferocious heart of man, and raised the ignorant slave from 

the dust, into the elevated character of an enlightened citizen.’14 Universal human rights stood at the 

heart of their system. ‘The primary and fundamental objects of all civil and political institutions’, as 

Palmer expressed it, ‘are the preservation of personal and individual existence - the establishment of 

liberty on its true basis, the principles of equality, and the security of the fruits of man’s industry, and 

of his pursuit of happiness in every possible way, not inconsistent with the welfare of any member of 

the community – and also the free exercise of the mental faculties in the discovery, disclosure and 

propagation of important truths. These objects being essentially important in every associated body of 

men, the more perfectly a civil constitution secures and establishes them, the nearer it approaches the 

true point of political truth and perfection.’15 

           The French Revolution, contended the philosopher Auguste Comte, in his report on the general 

significance of the 1848 Revolution in France, delivered to the Paris Société Positiviste, in August 

1848, dwarfed in significance and universal impact every other modern phenomenon. But. 

Philosophically considered, while the French Revolution commenced with the ‘explosion décisive’ of 

1789, it had not ended with Napoleon’s dictatorship or the Restoration in 1815; rather it remained an 

ongoing phenomenon and had by no means yet reached its conclusion in 1848. Moreover, the French 

Revolution began in 1789 only when considered on a political level. Beneath the ‘ordre politique’, the 

revolutionary process that culminated in 1789-99 actually commenced much earlier. For the 

fundamental factor that caused the ‘explosion décisive’, was the pre-1789 transformation in ideas that 

prepared the way by overturning ancien régime assumptions, ideas and philosophy. This ‘mutation 

opérée dans les intelligences’, had occurred over many decades and, in France at least had reached an 

advanced stage by 1789.16 Ideologically, this uninterrupted French Revolution extending from the later 

seventeenth century down to 1848 had, according to Comte who here, as in so much else, was 

profoundly inspired by Condorcet,17 split France into two implacably opposed camps - a revolutionary 

segment preponderant in 1848 in Paris, demanding democracy and equality, and a conservative 

segment, preponderant in the provinces, preferring monarchy, aristocracy, and religion.18 

          Why was this ideological duality and antagonism, so closely parallel in Europe and America, 

so overridingly decisive in the history of modernity? And why was the late eighteenth-century trans-

Atlantic revolutionary upsurge fundamentally different from earlier upheavals in politics and society? 

Because, contended Comte, its real nature was such that the revolutionary experience of the late 
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eighteenth century inevitably divided whole societies, and would soon irreversibly divide all societies 

into warring halves motivated by conflicting visions of society and institutions, creating a situation 

which could only be resolved, in his opinion by changing mankind’s entire political, religious and 

intellectual culture: ‘ la seule solution definitive est la reorganization des opinions et des moeurs’.19 

The Revolution could only be ended by finally resolving the conflict of ideas which meant wholly 

transforming all ideas in society about politics, religion, education and economic life including those 

of the peasantry and working population, not just by changing society’s educational structure  but 

finally eliminating what he termed the ‘système théologique’ the root of all modern post-1789 

conservatism in his view, the adhesive binding together all types of despotism, denial of equality and 

democracy, with religious authority and all philosophical systems not rooted in observational science. 

Besides eliminating religious authority and removing theology from peoples’ minds, a further 

necessary precondition for definitively ending the Revolution, maintained Comte, was a vast, 

ambitious transfer and reallocation of resources by the modern state from the military establishment 

and the churches to raise the economic level of the poor, provide work for the unemployed, and 

eliminate pauperism, deprivation, crime and entrapment in prostitution. 

            Although very few were intellectually equipped to place United States’  ideological deadlock 

in its broader trans-Atlantic cultural and intellectual context, by the 1790s everybody could see that the 

American split was comprehensively social, political, religious and philosophical in its ideological 

implications. One bloc was democratic, warmly supported the French Revolution, rejected informal 

aristocracy, scorned the ‘British model’, and was increasingly opposed by most preachers. By contrast, 

the presiding bloc dominating the Federal government until 1801, was becoming closely allied to the 

main churches, defended informal aristocracy, loathed the democratic and social reforming ambitions 

of the French Revolution, and cherished the post-1688 British Constitution. In particular, they 

eulogized mixed government and British thinkers’ esteeming experience and philosophical empiricism 

above abstract principle. Federalists supported the ‘Alien and Sedition Acts’, passed by Congress and 

signed into law by President Adams in 1798, giving government special powers to eliminate politically 

subversive criticism from the press and prohibit public meetings; Jeffersonians, by contrast, 

vociferously condemned the ‘Alien and Sedition Acts’ which forced the philosophe, Volney, and 

Poland’s great revolutionary leader, Kosciuszko, immediately to depart the United States and landed 

several leading radical newspaper editors in prison. Jeffersonians labeled these enactments an 

outrageous infringement of basic freedoms.20 
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          The American Declaration of Independence, declared Condorcet, one of those who most developed 

universal human rights theory prior to 1789, and the foremost democratic republican theorist of the French 

Revolution, set a great example for all peoples, especially as regards universal human rights. ‘The Act 

which declared [America’s] independence is a simple and sublime exposition of these rights so sacred and 

so long forgotten’.21 In no other nation had natural rights been so well conserved with such a perfect 

integrity as in America. Condorcet listed the four most essential natural and inalienable universal rights as 

the rights to security, property, justice and to participate in the passage of laws and political process.22 

Already a convinced republican and democrat before the French Revolution, Condorcet also already 

believed that the democratic republic, the most perfect of human societies was the only political form 

capable of preserving and extending universal human rights to their utmost. The spectacle of American 

success in founding a republic which comprehensively proclaimed and protected human rights was bound, 

he believed, in 1786, to exert a strong influence on Europe, and a powerfully beneficial effect, eroding 

tyranny and oppression and extending understanding of human rights, democracy and republicanism 

everywhere.23 It was true that black slavery survived ‘in some states’ but ‘all the enlightened men there 

feel the shame of it,’ he added optimistically, and ‘this blot will not long soil the purity of American 

laws’.24  

                Reminding the world of the of the centrality of universal human rights for the happiness of 

society was the most important lesson of the American Revolution for Europe, held Condorcet. ‘Le 

Bonheur d’ une societe’ [the happiness of a society] , he summed up like Diderot and d’Holbach earlier 

and Paine and Palmer later, is the greater the more universal human rights are established and respected.25 

Since equality is the basis of human rights, he added, two years later, in 1788, and hence in the quest for 

human happiness, it necessarily followed – even though most men had not  grasped this, that women must 

eventually share equally with men in all the benefits of universal rights. Women’s happiness and interests 

would be one day treated as of equal value and from this it followed that their participation in the political 

process would also one day become a reality. Women needed to escape from the oppression of men and in 

a truly enlightened democratic republic they would escape that oppression.26 During the Revolution 

Condorcet was not just the most important advocate of comprehensive black emancipation, universal 

secular education, and democratic constitutionalism, but also of women’s emancipation.27 Black 

emancipation and a generalized equality of the races followed also and so, equally, extending 

republicanism and respect for human rights must logically cut back tyranny and oppression and, hence 

also, the curse of war enabling peoples to respect rather than rival and fight each other.28   
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                But the only way to ameliorate and elevate human societies, establishing universal human 

rights, contended Condorcet, is by enlightening populations. If the people are given to religious 

fanaticism and prejudice rather than Enlightenment then it is better to exclude them from the political 

process and not attempt to forge a democratic system.29 (Here the Montagnard victory of June 1793 and 

the Terror appeared to vindicate him.) Condorcet powerfully overturned of Montesquieu’s relativism,   

insisting like Diderot and d’Holbach that most regimes are bad and that “l’ouvrage des mauvais lois,” 

the effect of bad laws and legislators, is to corrupt law and government, prejudicing the “happiness” of 

the people, while the churches prevent the people from grasping true morality. The Enlightenment’s 

task is to end this double despotism of kings and priests. Again typically, Condorcet combines these 

claims with urging the need comprehensively to renew the whole existing framework of laws and 

institutions together with the entire moral order.30  Unlike the early socialists of the 1830s and 1840s 

who believed casting off the chains of economic oppression and drudgery imposed by capitalists would 

suffice to liberate the world’s oppressed underclass, for radical enlighteners, even though, for them too, 

not least Condorcet - who repeatedly warned against excessive wealth inequality - far-reaching 

economic reform was indispensable, the economic question was never the central or most urgent issue. 

For radical enlighteners, there is no path to human liberation from oppression other than through 

conquering ignorance and superstition with their anti-theological, one-substance philosophy, 

philosophy which for the blind Palmer, no less than Diderot, d’Holbach, Helvétius and Condorcet 

earlier, was simultaneously a politically and socially comprehensive reform programme and a reform of 

all philosophy aimed at eliminating religious authority. For the radical enlighteners it was the 

overriding law of history: the more enlightened a society is, the less it is corrupt, oppressive and 

despotic. ‘Plus le  despotisme s’appesantit sur  les hommes, moins il veut qu’on les éclaire’.31           

          For the radical enlighteners, then,  in contrast to the socialists, generalized Enlightenment in the 

sense of changing how the masses think, and not overthrowing the economic system was (and is) the 

key to all human liberation generally; accordingly, for them, the trans-Atlantic revolutionary impulse 

proclaiming the oneness of the American Revolution with the authentic (ie. Not the Montagnard) 

French Revolution was the vanguard of the transforming, totalizing Enlightenment they sought to 

diffuse among all humanity. The duality of the Radical Enlightenment’s agenda – eliminating religious 

authority and establishing universal human rights on their proper basis, is evident and inherent in all the 

major radical thinkers and texts and is a central feature of any viable definition of ‘Radical 

Enlightenment’ as a general category.  
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